Leaving Berlin: A Novel

Joseph Kanon's compelling thriller is a love story that brilliantly brings a shadowy period of history vividly to life. The
acclaimed author of The Good German deftly captures the ambience (The New York Times Book Review) of postwar
East Berlin in his thought-provoking, pulse-pounding (Berlin, Leaving Berlin by Joseph Kanon - New York Times
Notable Book * NPR Best Books * Wall Street Journal Best Books of The acclaimed author of The.Leaving Berlin has
ratings and reviews. New York Times Notable Book * NPR Best Books * Wall Street Journal Best Books of After
setting novels in Hollywood, Venice and Istanbul, Kanon now returns for the first time in a decade to Berlin, the city he
captured so well in his most famous book The Good German (filmed in with George Clooney). Leaving Berlin is set in ,
at the height of the Airlift.Joseph Kanon's 'Leaving Berlin'Joseph Kanon's 'Leaving Berlin' When you purchase an
independently reviewed book through our site, we earn an affiliate commission. Kanon, the author of the Edgar
Award-winning Istanbul Passage, sets this engaging thriller in In his latest fast-paced thriller, Leaving Berlin, Joseph
Kanon In the book's most dazzling extended scene, Kanon recreates an actual.Leaving Berlin is a novel of big
ideashistorical, psychological, sociologicalif also rather sizeable flaws. Leaving Berlin is the story of Alex.Joseph
Kanon's Leaving Berlin. Street Journalcomes a sweeping, atmospheric novel of postwar East Berlin, a city caught
between political idealism and the.Can a book change your life? Leaving Berlin by Joseph Kanon, book of a lifetime.
Clear-eyed, unsentimental, but deeply personal, A Woman.Any thriller reader or serious moviegoer is familiar with the
penetrating chill of Berlin after WWII.Berlin Almost four years after the war's end, the city is still in ruins, a physical
wasteland and a political symbol about to rupture. In the West, a defiant, .In his new novel, Kanon (Istanbul Passage)
stays firmly in his traditional milieu% E2%80%94intrigue in post-World War II.Leaving Berlin focuses on the tense,
surreal and shattered Berlin and George Orwell and judging by this latest novel one can see why.Leaving Berlin by
Joseph Kanon is a gripping historical thriller. This fast-paced novel brings to life postwar Berlin, a city caught between
the past atrocities of.Set in , a few years after Kanon's The Good German (), this novel explores the grave moral
complexities of life in Soviet-controlled.The hero in Leaving Berlin, Joseph Kanon's atmospheric and fast-paced
historical thriller, is a pawn in a complicated Cold War chess match.Joseph Kanon, author of this week's Book Club
book, Leaving Berlin, explains how his novel came about through pulling at the loose thread of.
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